GOLDEN ARCH CONCEPT . BRIDGE ELEVATION

ROSE FAUX SANDSTONE ROCK OUTCROP

SQUARE SANDSTONE PATTERN FORM LINER STAINED TO MATCH ROSE

ORNAMENTAL BRIDGE RAIL / 8' HEIGHT WITH HISTORIC DETAILING

GOLDEN ARCH BRIDGE CONCEPT AND RETAINING WALL FINISHES

PROPOSED RETAINING WALL FINISH EXAMPLE: FAUX SANDSTONE ROCK OUTCROP

EXAMPLE OF 8' CDOT APPROVED BRIDGE RAIL

HISTORIC BRIDGE RAIL EXAMPLE

DOWNTOWN ARCH PRECEDENT

HIGHWAY 58 AND WASHINGTON BRIDGE

HISTORIC BRIDGE RAIL EXAMPLE

ROSE SANDSTONE OUTCROP

GOLDEN ARCH BRIDGE CONCEPT AND RETAINING WALL FINISHES

PROPOSED RETAINING WALL FINISH EXAMPLE: FAUX SANDSTONE ROCK OUTCROP

EXAMPLE OF 8' CDOT APPROVED BRIDGE RAIL

HISTORIC BRIDGE RAIL EXAMPLE

DOWNTOWN ARCH PRECEDENT

HIGHWAY 58 AND WASHINGTON BRIDGE

GOLDEN ARCH BRIDGE CONCEPT AND RETAINING WALL FINISHES

PROPOSED RETAINING WALL FINISH EXAMPLE: FAUX SANDSTONE ROCK OUTCROP

EXAMPLE OF 8' CDOT APPROVED BRIDGE RAIL

HISTORIC BRIDGE RAIL EXAMPLE

DOWNTOWN ARCH PRECEDENT

HIGHWAY 58 AND WASHINGTON BRIDGE

GOLDEN ARCH BRIDGE CONCEPT AND RETAINING WALL FINISHES

PROPOSED RETAINING WALL FINISH EXAMPLE: FAUX SANDSTONE ROCK OUTCROP

EXAMPLE OF 8' CDOT APPROVED BRIDGE RAIL

HISTORIC BRIDGE RAIL EXAMPLE

DOWNTOWN ARCH PRECEDENT

HIGHWAY 58 AND WASHINGTON BRIDGE

GOLDEN ARCH BRIDGE CONCEPT AND RETAINING WALL FINISHES

PROPOSED RETAINING WALL FINISH EXAMPLE: FAUX SANDSTONE ROCK OUTCROP

EXAMPLE OF 8' CDOT APPROVED BRIDGE RAIL

HISTORIC BRIDGE RAIL EXAMPLE

DOWNTOWN ARCH PRECEDENT

HIGHWAY 58 AND WASHINGTON BRIDGE

GOLDEN ARCH BRIDGE CONCEPT AND RETAINING WALL FINISHES

PROPOSED RETAINING WALL FINISH EXAMPLE: FAUX SANDSTONE ROCK OUTCROP

EXAMPLE OF 8' CDOT APPROVED BRIDGE RAIL

HISTORIC BRIDGE RAIL EXAMPLE

DOWNTOWN ARCH PRECEDENT

HIGHWAY 58 AND WASHINGTON BRIDGE

GOLDEN ARCH BRIDGE CONCEPT AND RETAINING WALL FINISHES

PROPOSED RETAINING WALL FINISH EXAMPLE: FAUX SANDSTONE ROCK OUTCROP

EXAMPLE OF 8' CDOT APPROVED BRIDGE RAIL

HISTORIC BRIDGE RAIL EXAMPLE

DOWNTOWN ARCH PRECEDENT

HIGHWAY 58 AND WASHINGTON BRIDGE

GOLDEN ARCH BRIDGE CONCEPT AND RETAINING WALL FINISHES

PROPOSED RETAINING WALL FINISH EXAMPLE: FAUX SANDSTONE ROCK OUTCROP

EXAMPLE OF 8' CDOT APPROVED BRIDGE RAIL

HISTORIC BRIDGE RAIL EXAMPLE

DOWNTOWN ARCH PRECEDENT

HIGHWAY 58 AND WASHINGTON BRIDGE

GOLDEN ARCH BRIDGE CONCEPT AND RETAINING WALL FINISHES

PROPOSED RETAINING WALL FINISH EXAMPLE: FAUX SANDSTONE ROCK OUTCROP

EXAMPLE OF 8' CDOT APPROVED BRIDGE RAIL

HISTORIC BRIDGE RAIL EXAMPLE

DOWNTOWN ARCH PRECEDENT

HIGHWAY 58 AND WASHINGTON BRIDGE

GOLDEN ARCH BRIDGE CONCEPT AND RETAINING WALL FINISHES

PROPOSED RETAINING WALL FINISH EXAMPLE: FAUX SANDSTONE ROCK OUTCROP

EXAMPLE OF 8' CDOT APPROVED BRIDGE RAIL

HISTORIC BRIDGE RAIL EXAMPLE

DOWNTOWN ARCH PRECEDENT

HIGHWAY 58 AND WASHINGTON BRIDGE

GOLDEN ARCH BRIDGE CONCEPT AND RETAINING WALL FINISHES

PROPOSED RETAINING WALL FINISH EXAMPLE: FAUX SANDSTONE ROCK OUTCROP

EXAMPLE OF 8' CDOT APPROVED BRIDGE RAIL

HISTORIC BRIDGE RAIL EXAMPLE

DOWNTOWN ARCH PRECEDENT

HIGHWAY 58 AND WASHINGTON BRIDGE

GOLDEN ARCH BRIDGE CONCEPT AND RETAINING WALL FINISHES

PROPOSED RETAINING WALL FINISH EXAMPLE: FAUX SANDSTONE ROCK OUTCROP

EXAMPLE OF 8' CDOT APPROVED BRIDGE RAIL

HISTORIC BRIDGE RAIL EXAMPLE

DOWNTOWN ARCH PRECEDENT

HIGHWAY 58 AND WASHINGTON BRIDGE

GOLDEN Arch Bridge concept and retaining wall finishes

Proposed retaining wall finish example: Faux sandstone rock outcrop

Example of 8' CDOT approved bridge rail

Historic bridge rail example

Downtown Arch precedent

Highway 58 and Washington Bridge
LARIAT LOOP CONCEPT . BRIDGE ELEVATION

HIGHWAY 58 AND WASHINGTON BRIDGE

HISTORIC BRIDGE RAIL EXAMPLE

DOWNTOWN ARCH PRECEDENT

EXAMPLE OF 8' CDOT APPROVED BRIDGE RAIL

PROPOSED RETAINING WALL FINISH EXAMPLE: LARIAT LOOP PILLAR

COLUMN FORM REFLECTS LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN ROAD STONE TOWERS

BEVELED REVEALS CAST IN CONCRETE GIRDER

ORNAMENTAL METAL BRIDGE RAIL 8' HEIGHT WITH HISTORIC DETAILING

GOLD FINISH STAND-OFF STEEL LETTERS

DECORATIVE ARCH REFLECTING HIGHWAY 58 GATEWAY (PAINTED BLACK)

LARIAT LOOP BRIDGE CONCEPT AND RETAINING WALL FINISHES